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FOREWORD

The evaluation of wind turbines must encompass all aspects of a wind Energy conversionsystem (wEcs) ranging from: energy produttion, q""iiiv 
"ip"wer, 

reliability, durabilityand safety, through to cost effectiveiess oreconomiir, nois. ciiracteristics, impact on theenvironment and electromagnetic interference- rrre aeuiiopmerii Lr int.rnutionally agreedevaluation procedures for eich of these ireas ls no* neede'd io-uio ,tr" development of theindustry while strengthening confidence-and p..u.ntint"h";.-,i; the market.
It is the purpose of the-proposed recommendations for wind turbine testing to address thedevelopent of internati-onaily.agreed 

leri-proc.aures which deal wittr each of the abovenoted aspects for characterilin! wind tur6ino. irr!^IEA;^,fi; commitrees will pursuethis by periodically holding^meelings of .ip.rtr, to define una'r.rin. consensus evaruationprocedures in each of the following areasi
l. Power Performance;

]. gost of Energy from WECS;
3. Fatigue Evaluation;
4. Acoustics;
5. Electromagnetic Interference:
6. Structural Safety;
7. Quality of Power;
8. Glossary of Terms.

For items, l, 2, 3, 4 and j documents have been issued during the years l9g0_19g4. How_ever, items 5 and 6 have turned out to be difficult io rr;;;;ith;; ihe same framework asitems l-4 and 7' The documents which uJdr"r, item s ana 6-t'herefore are presented asPreparatory Information only. The aocument which addressei-'gtectromagnetic Inter-ference was published.in February teao. ihe present-J".".""t on structural Safetycompletes the series although updaied versions oi all the ai..rn"ntr will be issued as theneed arises.

In spite of the limited scope it is felt that the information contained in this paper can be ofgreat value to planning authorities, manufacturers and users of wind turbines and there-fore justifies the presentation of the document in this se.res oiRecommended practices.
Due to the widening appeal of wind- energy it was considered that a Glossary of Terms,expressed in simple language, would reru-e-to introduce 

"onriri.r.v into fut.lrJ p;il;:tions of the IEA as well aibe of ur. to those with an interesiin wind energy. For this
fi1i"J#,ffrch 

1987 an additionar pubrication No. s'ci;rril;f rerms, *i, p"uririr.i
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INTRODUCTION

During the preparation of this document on structural safety, considerable problems were
faced, due to the complexity of the subject and the lack of good documentation. Mean-
while in several countries (USA, Netherlands, Denmark, Canada, Federal Republic of
Germany, UK and Sweden) draft standards were being prepared on the safety of wind tur-
bines. The application and the formal frame work in which the standards were developed
varied considerably in most cases. In most European countries for instance, the standards
were developed for horizontal axis machines of limited dimension, whereas the Canadian
standard was aimed particularly at vertical axis machines.

To prepare recommendations independently of the work which was going on in the dif-
ferent countries was not considered prudent. Since standards and codes of practice were
being formulated in different countries quite independently of each other, it was con-
sidered that the best approach would be to collect and review the available material. The
aim of this document is to compare the (draft) standards and codes and to comment on
their similarities and their differences. The conclusions drawn from this is intended to be
of help for national standards committees (both present and furute) in formulating a con-
sistent set of safety standards as well as to stimulate international standardization.

In order to try to obtain as concise a document as possible it was decided to limit the
documents to be reviewed to those prepared by official standards committees and not to
include other related documents, such as design specifications. It was also decided to limit
the scope of the work to those aspects which are not subject to national laws and regula-
tions such as electrical aspects, operation and maintenance requirements and existing
safety. As a result, only structural aspects concerning the components of wind turbines are
dealt with.

The review is based on documents that were collected until the begining of 1988 and since
the development of standards is a rapidly progressing process, it must be borne in mind,
that the information could become outdated very rapidly.



THE DEVELOPMENT OF SAFETY STANDARDS
IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

official activities to establish standards for wind turbine safety were reported from: Cana-
da (can), Denmark (D9.the Federal Republic of Germany (D), theNetherlands (NL;,
Sweden (s), the United States of America (usA) and ttri uniiea Kingdom rurl.lnJanuary 1987 a European Community project was initiated to draft a conceptual duropean
safety standard on the basis of the best elements of existing European (diaft) stanOiras.
For this document the Dutch, Danish and the German standards tiave been considered as
the building stones.

The approach taken by each country is described very briefly, partly on the basis of official
documents and partly on the basis of unpublished material ind peisonal communications.
The official documents which were considered are listed in the reference list tennei Zi.

Canada

The Canadian standard [4] was developed under the auspices of the Canadian Standards
Association (CSA). The do_cument was prepared by the zubcommittee on Safety of S-"ff
Wind Energy Conversion Systems under the jurisdiction of the Technical Committee on
WECS and the Standards_steering Committee on Solar and Wind Energy. The first eaiiion
of the CSA Preliminary Standard (F416) was published in May 1985. Like all other CSA
standards this standard is subject to periodical review.

Denmark

Under the auspices of the-Danish Engineering Society (Dansk Ingeniorforening - DIF) a
standards committee has been established in which along with oihers the RisJ'National
Laboratory, specialists from universities and industry ire tepresented. The committee
finalized its work in July-I987 after having collected criiical comments f.o- sp"ciafists [Oj.At present (May 1988) adjustments are being made so as to harmonize the code with ot'her
similar Danish codes. The process is expected to be finished by the end of l9gg.

The Federal Republic of Germany
In Germany the state of Schleswig Holstein has been the most active in setting up rules for
the use of wind turbines. On behalf of the Ministry of the Interior of SchlesiigHolstein,
Germanischer Lloyd has issued guidelines for the design, installation and oferation of
wind turbines up to 100 kW rated power [7]. Furthermoie guidelines for testing, commis-
spnile and supervising have been issued. At the beginning of 1987 the tnstitule for Buil-
ding Technology (Institut fiir lautecknik), Berlin, which was appointed to develop rules
for larger wind turbines, called a coordinating meeting, wittr tiri aim of .o-pt.til1titr.
criteria for safety and reliability and to set up uniform rules for the whole of the Feieral
\epyblic of Germany. The initiative was attended by the state authorities responsible for
the building codes and Danish and Dutch representatives participated in the'meeting.

The Netherlands

The Dutch standard [5] was prepared by a committee of the Netherlands Electrotechnical
Committee (NEC 96) in which representatives of the wind turbine industry, the wind tu;-
bine owners, utilities, the Netherlands Energy Research Foundation ECN, several R&D
institutes and government bodies participated. NEC is a formal branch of the NetherlancL
Standards Institute (Nederlands Normalisatie Instituut - NNI). The first version of.ttre
standard was published in September 1985. The suggestions for improvements which were
received up to November 1986 will be incorporated in a revised version together *ittr ttre
results of.a research project on design criteria for small machines. The pu6'lication of ttre
final version is planned for the last quarter of 198g.
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Sweden

The Aeronautical Research Institute of Sweden (FFA) has been entrusted by the Building
Division of the National Swedish Board of Physical Planning and Building to prepare a
document [8] containing guidelines for the structural design of wind turbines. The Board
is responsiLll for issuing of the Swedish Building Code (SBN). A national committee is

planned to carry on the work on rules for installing wind turbines.

The United States of America

Most of the work on wind turbine Standards is being carried out under the auspices of the

American Wind Energy Association (AWEA). The board of directors of AWEA appoint a

Standards chairman who appoints a Standard's coordination committee representing

manufacturers, researchers, product end users, financial interests and government and

other institutions. There are currently nine sub-committees working on different standards.

These are:

l. Design Criteria,
2. Site issessment (including site measurement procedures and effects of micro siting and

arrays),
3. Acoustics,
4. Wind Diesel Systems,
5. Performance,
6. Electric Power Subsystems (including wind farm interconnects and small system inter-

connect to the utility),
7. Terminology,
8. Operations and Maintenance, and
9. Installation.
Documents dealing with electrical interconnection are being developed jointly with IEEE
and AWEA.

Issues of safety are covered in four of the Standard's documents:

l. Design Criteria - covers structural aspects both static and dynamic, braking systems

and electrical comPonents.
2. Installation - covers safety aspects associated with the installation of a wind turbine

such as site preparation, equipment handling, foundations, anchors, erection and elec-

trical interconnections.
3. Electrical Power Subsystems - These two documents address the electrical design and

safety aspects of the electrical infra-structure from the wind turbine generator to the

utility.
4. Operations and Maintenance - addresses the safety issues associated with the operation

and maintenance of a wind Park.

AWEA has joint agreements with the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
concerning ihe d.uelop-ent of a performance testing code and with Institute of Electrical
and Electfunic Engineers (IEEE) with respect to interconnection of small wind turbines to
the grid and windfarm interconnection. The relation between AWEA and ASTM will be

repliced by a working agreement between AWEA and the American National Standards

Institute (ANSD.



The United Kingdom
Work has been initiated leading towards the formulation of standards in the UK. This
work which will be coordinatedty the Department of Trade and Industry through ttre Na-
tional wind Turbine centre of the National Engineering Laboratory (NEL;,-Glasgo*,
will initially address the problems of safety, noisi and elictromagnetic interferen...-rn"
work will be guided by a.committee made up of representatives frJm manufacturers, utili-
ties, users, technical institutions and government departments. The present philosophy on
safety aspects is to encompass all machine sizes from the smallest baitery charger tom;lti-
megawatt units and both horizontal and vertical axis types to take account of the wide
range of products currently of interest to UK manufaciurers.

European Community (EC)

In its efforts to stimulate a single European market of commercial wind turbines, the
Commission of the European Communities (CES) is financing a project which aims at
a draft European Safety Standard which is based on the beit eie-ents from existine
standards.

International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
The IEC has established a technical committee (nr. 88) "safety of Windturbine generator
systems". Its aim is to establish a standard based on ongoing national activities. ihe scope
of the standard will be limited to mechanical and electrical safety aspects with emphasis on
environmental safety and safety during operation and maintenance. Members of the com-
mittee will be representatives of National Standard Committees. In order to stimulate har-
monization of standards the IEA WECS, R&D programme has an observer status on the
committee. The work will commence Mid 1988.

8
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GENERAL SURVEY OF SAFETY STANDARDS

The format of the draft standards on safety obviously differs in various aspects, which
complicates comparison. Nevertheless, it has been attempted to sum up to the most impor-
tant characteristics of each standard in Table l.
The table is divided into 7 items:

l. scope of the standards;
2. presentation of safety philosophy;
3. specification of load cases;
4. methods of calculation of the forces and moments in major components;
5. use of the concept of safety factors;
6. evaluation/test requirements;
7. status of standards.

The following should be borne mind when considering Table l. Safety standards should be
based upon a consistent overall philosophy. Such a philosophy can only be developed if
sufficient practical design, operation and evaluation experience is available, usually only
when the technology has already developed to a certain degree of maturity. However,
standards are needed in the initial stages of the development process.

Most standard committees have attempted to overcome this dilema by compiling a draft
based on available know-how from existing wind turbine experience or from other fields
of engineering. This is especially true in those countries where experienced test stations
participated in the work of the standard committees where knowledge based on practical
experiments has been incorporated in the standard.

Scope

The application and the use of the standards being developed may vary in the different
countries. This results in different scopes and varying degrees of specification. A few
examples may serve as an illustration of what is meant here:

Unlike other standards, the Danish and Dutch standards only apply to horizontal axis
machines because in these countries no vertical acis machines are being sold commercially.

Where standards give recommendations on the calculation methods to be used for deter-
mining the specified design loads, the scope is usually limited to wind turbines of a certain
size. The reason being that smaller machines (say smaller than 20 m rotor diameter) nor-
mally are designed by rule of thumb, whereas for larger machines the design is carried out
by analytical methods. The Canadian, Danish, Dutch and German standards are examples
which are limited in scope with respect to machine size.
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Notes:
l) The standards have been developed for constant speed (stall controlled) electricity generating machines.

This is not explicity mentioned in the document. the standard applies for Denmaik, 
"*iruiinJ 

Fu"iL.
Islands and Greenland.

2) The document is most specific about large horizontal axis machines.
3) Only rotating wind turbines are considered.
4) By means of references to other standards or codes.
5) There is mention of safety factors but no specifications.
6) In Swedish.
7) Planned for future extension of the standard.
8) Not completed.
9) In Danish.

l0) In last quarter of 1988. (NL: second revised version, DK: first version).ll) In German.
12) In Dutch.
13) Under Discussion.
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SAFETY PHILOSOPHY

Introduction
The demands concerning safety factors, required safety-protection devices, design philo-

;;hi; i;"i" life, fail rif.) toi different turbine components, should be derived from a

l.l.i"ify *.epted risk levei, which is a product of the probability of failure and the conse-

Eu.n."i'oi faiiure. Such risk analyses have never been performed.except for some specific

laige wind turbines. As a result ihe safety philosophies do not show much coherence or

similarity.

However, from practical experience and from testing and evaluatingwiryl turbines it.has

become il"a. *ttich mechanisms initiate the most significant hazards. These hazardous

inciaents include blade or rotor throw, machine parts falling from the tower and tower

;;li;;;;: ino*t"ag. from such experiences has been incorporated in some standards anc.

*ori'of tn" newly d'eveloped standird requirements concern these wind turbine engineering

problems.

In the following a brief description of the different safety philosophies are given'

The United States of America

Safety is covered by three documents [l], [2] a1d [3]. A fourth dealing with operations

and maintenance safety issues is being prepared.

The basis of document Il] is the provision of design criteria for safe assembly and opera-

tion unA.t specified envirbnmental conditions to ensure system safety over a specific life-

time.

The major design elements to be addressed are:

l. normal and extreme environmental and operating conditions;
2. system loads, both static and dynamic;
3. component design criteria.

To conform to the standard a wind turbine rotor and the support sub-systems should be
iruii tif"" designed to maintain structural integrity and safe. operation' Th^e.controls

rttouia be designEd for i'fail-safe" operation, in such a way that in the event of failure of a

control sub-syitem (component), the machine will remain in a non-hazardous condition.

Canada

The basic philosophy of the Canadian standard partly appears from the 'general require-

ments'.

These are reproduced here:

l. Rotor and support system conforming to the standard must be safe life designed.

2. SWECS* controls and protection systems must be designed for fail safe operation such

that in the event of failure of a component the machine will remain in a non-hazardous

condition.
3. SWECS must be designed such thai maintenance can be safely carried out by following

instructions given in the SWECS manual.

4. A SWECS manual, appropriate to the particular machine, shall be provided by.the

manufacturer. The SWECS manual musi contain information on erection, inspection,

11uint.n"n.r and special tooling. A specific sequence of procedures to commission a

n.r" or repaired SWSCS must be prescribed. Detailed procedures must be given to

check proper function of safety, prbtection systems and trouble shooting routines.

ll
SWECS: Small Wind Energy Conversion Systems.



5. In addition to this standard, SWECS located in severe environmental areas shall be
evaluated using special criteria dictated by the site.

6. The procedure used to manufacture, transport and erect the SWECS shall consider
loads' deformation and exposure to the environment of the components and assemblies.

Additionally, the following requirements are included, which complete the systematic
basis of the Canadian document.

- A (quite detailed) set of environmental design requirements is to be applied as a mini-
mum for safe turbine operation.

- A series of load cases/combinations of load cases are given (but not specified) which
consist of both operational modes and external circumstances, such as extreme wind
speeds. These load cases have to be applied over the design safe operating life of the
wind turbine. Combined load case analysis shall include appropriate loading recurrence
intervals.

- Each wind turbine model shall undergo a minimum of l2 months of testing to ensure a
sound structural design, vibration free machine and safe operation of controls and
emergency sub-systems.

- Each design of rotor blade shall be tested at loads equivalent to survival wind speeds.

Denmark

The Danish standard specifies the general requirements for safety systems and further
describes the design loads which have to be applied under specified conditions.

General requirements:
In Scandinavia a system of three safety classes is used as a means of setting up safety regu-
lations. In the standard a wind turbine is not allowed to be designed for the lowest safity
class.

A wind turbine should be equipped with a control and safety system that avoids the wind
turbine entering an extreme "unforeseen" load condition.
In this respect the maximum operating wind speed, the maximum power output and the
maximum rotor speed have to be specified.

The general requirements with respect to control and safety systems are as follows:
- The control system shall limit the power to the specified maximum power output if the

wind speed exceeds the specified maximum operating wind speed. Parking is only needed
when load considerations prove that it is necessary.

- The machine shall be equipped with at least two (independently) working braking
systems. A braking system consists of a monitoring device, an activating mechanism
and braking unit. At least one system shall contain an aerodynamic brake. Yawing is
not considered as a braking action.

- The primary system shall be able to monitor an error and be able to bring the rotor to a
stand still under all load conditions while the rotor speed is lower than the specified
maximum rotor speed. An error is defined as exceeding the maximum power output or
the maximum operating wind speed or any other circumstance under which normal
safety cannot be maintained.

- The secondary braking system shal limit the rotor speed to the specified maximum rotor
speed, while the short term average wind speed is not higher than a maximum specified
value. The monitoring and activating units must use an energy source other than the
normal energy source.

l2



Safety factor:
The Danish standard explicitly speficies safety factors, which depend on the type of load

and on the combination of loads.

The design loads are determined by multiplying the calculated load with a factor which

reflects the uncertainty-oi itt. quantity invotveO and the consequences of exceeding the

limit state.

For the definition of limit state, see Annex l '

The Federal RePublic of GermanY

A standard only exists in the state of Schleswig Holstein. Each.wind turbine to be erected

ir;; 1o b; approved by an authorized official ai an element of the formal licensing process

oiirr. ro.ui iuthorities. io this aim Germanischer Lloyd has issued a report which is meant

"r " !"ia. for the oifi"iut approver,. but generally, contains the same elements as the

iJrufil iiunOards of ttt. otrt.i'"ounr;ies deicribed. The document does not describe the

furii iftfr. safety ptriioiopfrv Uut specifies a number of requirements of safety and protec-

tion systems which have to be fitted to a wind turbine'

The most essential requirements are:

- A wind turbine shall be equipped with two independently working safety systems that li-

*it ift. speed to the operiting speed under all circumstances; one system must-act as a

brake in such a way that a coitpiet" stop of the rotor and safe maintenance and inspec-

tion is possible'

- Blade pitch control, spoilers, blade tip brakes and mechanical brakes are considered to

be safetY systems'

- The safety systems must be designed in such a way that a safe condition can be realised

during lois of load whilst operating at maximum power'

- A vibration sensor is obligatory and must be connected to the safety system in such a

*uV ift"i the wind turbine-is shut down when the vibration level becomes too high.

The wind turbine should be installed and commissioned according to a procedure submit-

ted by the manufacturer.

The Netherlands

The aim of the standard is to guarantee the safety of the environment with regard to the

structure of the wind turbine during its technical lifetime'

The aim is considered to be met if the following conditions are fulfilled:

- Operational limit states* shall never be exceeded in design situations which are defined

as "instantaneous combinations" **.

- Failure limit states* shall never be exceeded in design situations which are defined as

"fundamental, special and fatigue combinations"**'

The limitation of the rotor speed is required to avoid exceeding limit states. In order to

r*tir. this, safety systems and locking devices are applied'

The general requirements concerning these systems and devices are as follows:

- A wind turbine must be able to withstand failure of one component or system (single

internal failure).

- The following phenomena are not considered to be internal failures' The components

involved stroJta be constructed in a "fail-safe" or "safelife" manner:

- r* a.rinitions see Annex l.
fr for difinitions see page 23 and 24'
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- fracture in the drive train;
- locking of generator or drive train component;
- tower collapse;
- blade fracture;
- disconnection of the nacelle from the tower;
- activation of locking system during operation;
- failure of locking system during stand-still.

The principles of operation of safety systems:

The wind turbine shall be equipped with at least two, independently activated and inde-
pendently operating safety systems which are not of the same type.
Each system separately shall be able to limit the speed to acceptable values under normal
and extreme operating modes.*

One of the safety systems must be able to bring the rotor to a complete stand still under
normal operating conditions.

The rotor and other rotating components shall be able to be locked for safe maintenance
and inspection.

Sweden

Like the Danish concept, the Swedish document distinguishes 3 safety classes. If the
highest safety class is chosen, the probability of blade failure has to be eitremely low and
tlte possibility of blade throw must be eliminated. For lower safety classes the Building
Cotle accepts a progressive failure of the whole structural system including ttt. io*.il -

The Swedish draft also includes most load cases and combinations. A list of safety equip-
ment required is given. In order not to impose too heavy an economic burden or.r-'aU..
machines some of the more sophisticated equipment, such as vibration sensors, crack
detection equipment, ice detectors, are not required but are only suggested for larger
machines.

With the aim of making the operation of a wind turbine as risk free and as simple as pos-
sible the document suggests the following safety equipment to be necessary for it leasi the
large wind turbines () 25 m diameter):

- emergency braking system to prevent overspeeding of the rotor;
- vibration sensor;
- crack detection systems on the blades;
- ice detectors;
- lightning protection;
- warning lights;
- warning signs, fences around safety zone;
- lock on the rotor;
- lock on the yawing system.

Ti- d.t-ini,i,ons see page 22.
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LOAD CASES

All standards mention or specify load cases which have to be considered in the design or
evaluation process. The selection of the load cases in the different standards however
seems arbitrary since the system of defining load cases varies from standard to standard or
there is no system described at all.

It is therefore impossible to compare load cases without a defined framework.

In this section a system is proposed which is used to compare the load cases.

To understand the method it is essential to distinguish between the following:

- the oPERATIONAL MODE of a wind turbine;
- the EXTERNAL FACTORS under which the wind turbine operates;
- a LOAD CASE which is determined by the OPERATIONAL MODE of the wind tur-

bine and the EXTERNAL FACTOR(S).

External factors comprise different loads (see table 2) and environmental and other
phenomena, which are divided into normal and extreme factors.

Operational modes are subdivided in normal and failure modes.

Table 2: Different Load types

Aerodynamic Loads
caused by:

Inertia Loads

mean wind speed
peak wind speeds
turbulence
wind speed profile
tower shadow
skew wind

centrifugal force
gyroscopic ,,
coriolis ,,
gravity
other accelera-
tion forces

Table 3 gives a list of all operational modes, both normal and failures, that were found in
the review documents. Some descriptions therefore may overlap.

Tabfe 4 lists the normal external factors, whereas Table 5 gives the extreme external
factors.
Load cases can be systematically represented in the form of a matrix in which along one
axis the external factors are specified and along the other axis the operational modes. See
figure l.
As the Danish and the Dutch standards contain the most detailed descriptions of load cases
they will be compared qualitatively on the basis of the system described above.

The Danish standard describes load cases in terms of combinations of load types and load
conditions which are understood to be operational modes. The combination load cases are
described in detail in the text of the standard.

The matrix of load cases contains combinations which are not completely independent.
For instance under load types the operational loads (braking loads, yawing loads, blade
pitch loads) are not independent of aerodynamic and inertia forces.

The same applies for the load condition. One load condition deals with wind speeds only,
while all others are describing the operating mode of the wind turbine.

In the Dutch standard, load cases are described as a combination of operational modes
and loads, the latter to be interpreted as external factors. Four different load case matrices
are given on the basis of the frequency of occurence of the phenomena involved.
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Matrix 1 gives the combination of normal operational modes and normal external factors

(,,instantaneous comul"nat];;;"t. rne forces aie specified as instantaneous loads which

occur regularlY.

Matrix 2 combines normal operational modes and extreme external factors ("fundamental

combinations").
Matrix 3 combines failing operational modes and normal external factors ("particular

combinations").
Matrix 4 indicates the load cases for which a fatigue evaluation is required ("fatigue com-

binations"). Only normal external factors and n6rmal operational modes are considered'

In order to compare the load cases of the two standards the combinations were translated

into the system presented by Figure l '

All coordinates of the matrix result in load cases which are seperately described in the

i.is. rn. result is presented in Figure 2'

The following remarks refer to the comparison'

Apparently both standards exclude the combination of extreme external factors and failing

operarional modes. T;;;;;i;h;andard takes into account extreme wind speeds but does

not specify tne operaiiJ""i n'oOit *ltt, *ttictt if ttut to be combined' In both modes only

single combinations oi"unor.ul and normal conditions are considered.

Table 3

OPERATIONAL MODES

Nl Normal energy production Vc(V(Vn
N2 Normal energY Production V)Vn
N3 Like Nl og N2 combined with skew

flow and Yawing
N4 Starts & stoPs
N5 Shut down
N6 Locked

Fl Emergency stop by mechanical brake

fi ern.tE.n.v stob uy blade pitch control system

F3 Airbrikes'activated, max. acceptable r'p'm'
F4 Failed yawing system (rotating rotor)
pS Failed pitch iontrol a. one blade

b. all blades

F6 Failed safety system
F? Failed control sYstem

F8 Failed electrical conversion system

i6 iuii.a .i".t.i.al circuits a' disconnection- from grid
b. short circuit 2 Phases
c. short circuit all Phases

Flo Shutdown combined *itt 
'r"iliJ 

urade pitch control system a. one. blade
b. all blades

Fll Shutdown combined with failed yawing system

iii Sttutao*n combined with failed safety system

iii shutao*n combined with failed control system

Fl4 Un.ontrolled mechanical braking

iii l"ri"itp-t oo uraoe Ju.ing n6rmal geeratlgtltll..:it^t?lfL:"p
;i; il.. ;")ffi; ;i";;th;tv-""' """at'"'t' 
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Table 4

EXTERNAL FACTORS

Normd

nl
n2
n3
n4
n5

n6
n7
n8

Aerodynamic lords caused by:
Mean wind speed
Turbulence
Wind speed profile (vertical)
Tower shadow
Skew flow a. stationary skew flow angle

b. changing skew flow angle
Gusts
Turbulence caused by wakes of other wind turbines
Unbalanced properties of rotor blades

Inertia lordr caused by:
nll Centrifugal forces
nl2 Gyroscopie ,,
nl3 Coriolis ,,
nl4 Gravity ,,
nl5 Rotor unbalance
nl6 Acceleration forces

Effects caused by other external factors such as:
n2l lce
n22 Snow
n23 Hail
nZ Birds Collision
n25 Temperature
n26 Lightning
n27 Corrosion
n28 Seismic phenomena
n29 Grid induced phenomena a. higher harmonics

b. disconnection from gridlload
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Table 5

EXTERNAL FACTORS

Extreme
Aerodynamic Loads caused by:

el Wind speed (peak wind speed/survival wind speed)
e2 Gusts
e3 Wind speed profile (vertical)
4 Skew flow a. stationary skew flow angle

b. changing skew flow angle

Effects caused by other external factors such as:
el I lce
el2 Snow
el3 Hail
el4 Temperature
el5 Seismic phenomena
el6 Grid induced phenomena: higher harmonics
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

- External factors, such as the climate or grid related factors, vary widely in the countries
which are now developing safety standards for wind turbines. For this reason standards
can never be the same.

In order to promote the free exchange of products on the international markets it is
however of utmost importance that design specifications and other requirements can be
compared in a non overlapping way.

- In order to achieve compatibility it is necessary to agree on:
o the formulation of the scopes;
o the formulation of the safety philosophies;
o the formulation of requirements concerning safety systems;
o the system of defining load cases.

(The quantification of load cases can be treated separately from country to country);. the system of defining safety factors.

- Safety philosophy

It is recommended that a description based on the Dutch Standard be adopted (page l9
and 20).

- Safety system requirements

It is recommended that the description should combine aspects of both the Danish and
Dutch standard.

- Load cases

It is recommended that a load case is defined as a combination of an operational mode
and an external factor according to pages 15 and 16. A standardized (non interfering)
list of external factors and operational modes should be arrived at in order to reduce the
number of load cases which are specified in the different standards.

- Safety factors

It is recommended that material and load factors contained in the Danish and Dutch
documents be adopted.

- Scope

There is a relation between the scope of a standard and the degree of detail by which
load cases are described. The wider the scope the more load cases are described (non
specified terms).

i lt is recommended that the scope be limited to those machines which are used most com-
monly. Possibly making different standards for fundamentally different machines.

! - General

In further developing common standard formats it is recommended that special atten-
tion is given to:
o description of wind models (gusts, extreme wind speeds, turbulence);. treatment of dynamic loads versus static (or extreme) loads.
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ANNEX 1

Definition of a limit state

S (F4, GE6, Ma) = R (Fa, GEa, Ma)

S
R
Fa
GEa
Ma

Load function
Strength function
Calculated value for loads
Calculated values for geometrical parameters
Calculated value for material properties

The operational limit state is the state within which normal operation is possible.

It the failure limit state is exceeded, components will fail or break, resulting in a non
operational wind turbine.

Calculated value of loads

This value can be calculated by: Fa : /f* F."p

Where F6 : calculated value of the load
Fr.o: representative value of the load according to specifications in the'standard
Yr : load factor (partial factor) according to specifications in the standard

Calculated value of material properties

This value can be achieved by Ma = *
Where M6 : calculational value of the material properties

Mr"o: representative value of the material properties
/m : materials factor

In the Danish and the Dutch Standard the load (or partial) factors are specified as follows:

NL: Load factors

Type of Load Failure limit state
per safety class

Operational
limit state

Class I Class 2 All classes

Constant by
present load

1,2
(0,e)

1,2
(0,9)

1,0
(1,0)

Variable load 1,2 1,3 1,0

Fatigue load t,2 1,2 1,0
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DK: Load factors

Type of Load Failure limit state Accidenti

extreme
loads

fatigue
loads

Gravaity forces 1,0 1,0 1,0

Aerodynamic
forces 1,3 1,0 1,0

Intertia forces 1,3 1,0 1,0

Operational
forces 1,3 1,0 1,0

t The accident loads are only to be applied for wind turbines in the

highest safety class.

NL: Material factors

Material Failure limit
state

Operational
limit state

Steel
Concrete steel
Concrete
(compression)
Laminated wood
Aluminium
F.R.P.

1,0
l,l
l,l
1,2
1,0
1,2

1,0
1,0

1,4
1,2
1,0
l12

The Danish standard gives all the load combinations in one matrix. One axis (vertical)

specifies the load types, the other the operational conditions.
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ANNEX 2

REFERENCE LIST
(Only documents for standard committees etc. are mentioned. Documents containing
specifications for wind turbines for actual projects are omitted).

USA

tll Design Criteria Recommended Practices Wind Energy Conversion Systems
AWEA Standards Program
Cooperative Agreement no. DE-FC04-80 ALl2926

t2) Recommended Practice for the Electrical Design and Operation of Wind Farm
Generating Systems
IEEE Working Group on Standards for Windfarm Generating Stations
May 1988

t3] Recommended Practice for the Installation of Wind Energy Conversion Systems
AWEA Standards program
Preliminary drafr, July 1987 (Published 1988)

Canada

t4] Small Wind Energy Conversion Systems Safety Design
CSA Preliminary Standard F4l6-M1985
Canadian Standards Association. Mav 1985

The Netherlands

t5] Veiligheidseisen voor Windturbines (Safety Requirements for Wind Turbines),
Concept Standard, Netherlands National Committee of IEC and CENELEC,
P.O. Box 5059, NL-2600 GB Delft, The Netherlands
Final version to be published in 3rd quarter of 1988

Denmark

t6] Udkast til norm for Last og Sikkerhed for Vindmsllekonstruktioner
(Draft standard on Load and Safety of Wind Turbine Structures)
Working Document, January 20, 1987

The Federal Republic of Germany

t7l Richtlinien ftir die Priifung, Abnahme und Uberwachung von Windkraftanlagen
(Guidelines for the testing, Commissioning and Supervising of wind turbines),
Germanischer Lloyd, Hamburg, September 1986

Sweden

t8] Vindkraftverks Konstruktionssilkerhet. Underlag fdr hillfasthetsdimensionering av
blirande komponenter.
S. Eggwertz, FFA, Box ll02l, 5-16l ll Bromma, Sweden
(Structural Safety of Wind Turbine Systems)
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